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Board OKs residence hall rate increase

By Ross Becker
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Increased in University residence hall rates are 33.3 percent for Brush Towers, Neely Hall and Thompson Point. The increases will affect about 1,800 students.

During the televised board meeting held in the WSU Channel 8 television studios, Maury Richards, student presidential candidate, presented a petition opposing the increases to the board. The petition was signed by about 1,800 students from Brush Towers, Richards said.

George Mace, vice president for administration and campus treasurer, said the increases are necessary because of increased operating costs.

In a letter sent Jan. 6 to Gene Peebles, business operations manager, Samuel L. Winel, director of university housing, said the increases are necessary "if University Housing is to proceed with a program of minimal physical facility maintenance in terms of painting, furniture repair and general maintenance."

The major factors causing the increase in operating costs are utilities, food stuffs, personal services and other expenses including supplies, refuse removal, building and ground equipment maintenance, telephones and insurance, according to Rineh's letter. Double-room and board charges for residents of Brush Towers, Neely Hall and Thompson Point will increase from $596 per semester to $664 per semester starting next fall. That is a 10.9 percent increase.

Students living in the Triads will be charged $626 per semester starting next fall. That is an 11.6 percent increase over this year's semester charge of $561. Single-room rates will be increased $175 more than double-room rates.

Rates for students living in Small Group Housing will jump from $301 a semester this year to $316 a semester next year. That is a 5 percent hike.

All Southern Hills apartment rental rates will be increased $3 a month. Evergreen Terrace rates will remain unchanged.

Results of a telephone survey undertaken by Rineh show that SIU undergraduate single student housing is receiving the highest increase of six universities surveyed.

SII rates are being increased by $30 per school year. The University of Illinois $125 per school year. Northern Illinois University rates are being hiked for per year. Illinois State rates are being raised $80 per school year. Western Illinois rates are being boosted by $75 a school year. Eastern Illinois University has not determined a rate increase yet, according to Rineh's letter.

Student President Dennis Sullivan presented a resolution opposing the increases because of the "increased burden that will be placed on students financially.

Brandt gets OK to deal on oil issue

By Ross Becker
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The SIU Board of Trustees approved a resolution Thursday allowing President William Allen to negotiate and sign a lease for oil exploration on the SIU campus in October.

A Houston-based company, APCO Petroleum Corp., approached SIU in October with a proposal to lease SIU property for oil drilling. In return for signing the lease, APCO said it would pay the University a royalty fee of 18.75 percent on any oil and gas produced at the well sites.

In addition, APCO officials said they would pay a bonus fee of $8 per acre for the 900-acre proposed drilling site during the first year of the lease. APCO officials said they would also pay a rental fee of $1 per acre for the last four years of the five-year lease.

The board resolution requires that an easement arrangement "in the opinion of the President, adequately express and protect the University's interest in its educational, research, and public service missions, its environmental and ecological concerns," and that the University have the right to reject any proposed drilling sites "which would seriously affect the mission.

Oil drilling on SIU property will have no academic impact on the University, President Brandt said, "I couldn't support it (oil drilling) on educational benefits.

The major benefit to SIU, according to Brandt, is monetary. Trustee William Allen asked Brandt if any oil profits could be kept by the University. Brandt replied that no one within the University knows if oil and gas profits can be kept by the University.
Candidates respond to questions

**HELEN WESTBERG**

To restore people's confidence in government, Communications must be opened between residents and the city government. The city must be responsive to individual concerns. The city must increase the productivity of its department in order to maintain the present level of services in spite of rising operating costs.

**JOSEPH T. DAKIN**

The most serious problem facing the Cambodian community is unemployment. We must create new industries to provide for additional jobs. We must also tax imports to attract new industries should be expanded. We must include specialized industries centered around medicine and law and medicine in particular, and the local businesses. The city government is now environmentally clean and well suited to local resources. Let's take advantage of our strengths.

**ELMER C. BRANDHORST**

Our community means our people. City government has lost its sensitivity and responsibility for citizens needs. City hall must provide responsive and responsible government in order to serve our people. The unnecessary red tape characteristic of city government at this time is a hindrance to the growth and development of the community and an injustice to the citizens of Carbondale.

**HELEN WESTBERG**

The need to broaden the economic base of the community is now the No. 1 regional shopping area. The new Bicentennial Industrial Park will be open this year. New job opportunities are being created. Sales tax will become a substantial source of revenue for the city.

**WALTER G. ROBINSON, JR.**

The need for industrial development is the No. 1 problem in Carbondale. The new industrial center is not yet visible to our community and we cannot continue this "total dependency" on SIU for our economic growth and development. Carbondale is increasing, while the university resources are decreasing; thus we have higher unemployment, lower retail sales receipts, fewer retail tax dollars, which means we are headed for serious municipal economic problems.

**The weather**

Friday: cloudy, chance of showers. Cool the high in the 50s. Friday night: partly cloudy, high in the low 50s.

**Viet orphan warms up to Carbondale family**

By Dave Itaha
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Peter Thien Beaty, the Vietnamese orphan adopted Sunday by the Rev. James and Baye Beaty, has spent the past few days warming up to his new family and home in Carbondale.

Peter, a 4-month-old Vietnamese child airlifted out of Saigon last week to foster homes and adoptive parents in the United States. The baby traveled to Chicago Sunday to pick up Peter and meet his new adoptive half-sister, Sarah, who the baby's Beaty family had adopted through Holt Adoption Agency in Saigon since October 1975.

Peter, the 68-year-old Malone, now serving as special assistant to the SIU-C President, said his retirement will take effect July 1.

"This is not a new decision for me. I was going to retire next year, but when I was asked to head up the presidential search committee, I enjoyed my plans a year," Malone said.

Malone's committee chose President Warren B. Brandt to succeed former SIU President David R. Derge. Malone has been at SIU since the transition since Brandt took office in December. Malone has been as a head of a current teaching staff, and looking for an assistant for John K. Leasure, vice-president of academic affairs and provost.

Malone said he hoped Leasure's successor would be named before his retirement.

"I hope the committee will be done before I retire. We're working now with about twenty individuals and we will reduce that number considerably in a meeting set for Friday, We will be moving rapidly from here on out," he said.

Malone began teaching in one-room schoolhouses to his native Hamilton County while he was a supervising teacher in rural education and a special assistant in education program after receiving bachelor's degree in education in 1940. He earned a master's degree at Northwestern University in 1941 and from 1946 to 1948 was a junior dean to the SIU College of Education. He received a Ph.D. degree in higher education from Ohio State University in 1959.

Malone was chief academic adviser for the College of Education before being named director of admissions in 1960. He held that post until 1961, when SIU established its first educational mission in South Vietnam.

After three years in Vietnam, Malone returned to the Carbondale campus and became assistant to the chancellor of the Carbondale campus during the summer quarter of 1970. He also acted as a special assistant to the Minot State University (N.D.) and was assigned to in.

The need for industrial development is the No. 1 problem in Carbondale. The new industrial center is not yet visible to our community and we cannot continue this "total dependency" on SIU for our economic growth and development. Carbondale is increasing, while the university resources are decreasing; thus we have higher unemployment, lower retail sales receipts, fewer retail tax dollars, which means we are headed for serious municipal economic problems.

**The weather**

Friday: cloudy, chance of showers. Cool the high in the 50s. Friday night: partly cloudy, high in the low 50s.
Altschuler seeks lower taxes for city

Mary Whiller
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Irene Altschuler is running for mayor of Carbondale in order to lower taxes and lessen the bureaucracy of city hall, she said.

"City government should be responsive to the needs of the citizens," Altschuler said. She said that while the city cannot see the 

money for street repairs, sewers, and fire and police protection: the city hall "payroll keeps increasing.

Altschuler opposes any money being spent on a new city hall complex. She said that the new facility would create more parking problems. Traffic congestion and would override the present sewage system. Only the current city hall complex at University City is adequate.

Anywhere that would require a city expenditure exceeding a half million dollars should be submitted to the public for approval in binding referendum, she added.

Fewer codes would make city ord

dinances easier to enforce, Altschuler said. She suggested that it would be a good idea for the council to eliminate ;

old ordinances before enacting new one. Altschuler praised ordinances that now separate houses to have a kitchen table and keep the city to have a knee table and keep the city, as he said.

"The more laws you make the more chance there is for payola," Altschuler added that she would avoid any money for payola and use the new code for the city's benefit. She added that all the city's stated more simply, and clearly.

"You wouldn't have unemployment if you didn't drive off industry," Altschuler said. She said that industry does not locate here because Carbondale has too many red tape procedures to go through before industry would be approved. A tire manufacturing company tried for six weeks to cut through the red tape and locate in Carbondale but finally gave up and moved to Mt. Vernon, Altschuler said.

The real danger of unnecessary codes is that they can be enforced selectively, she added.

Altschuler said she would have to "see what would be best in each situation" if forced to balance his budget. He said she would have to balance his budget.

Rents must come down in the downtown areas, as must the property taxes. Altschuler said he would support better budgeting and less waste in the city government would lower taxes in Carbondale.

Altschuler supported the proposed referendum on the question of decentralizing the use of marijuana.

Eckert wants time to finish projects

Mary Whiller
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Neal Eckert is seeking a second term as Carbondale mayor because he wants more to finish projects he views as important.

Among the projects he wants to complete during a second term are the redevelopment of the downtown area, including a federal building; depression of the Illinois Central Gulf railroad tracks through town, and attracting industry into the Carbondale area.

The biggest disappointment for Eckert his first term was his "inability to accomplish an improvement in the downtown area," he said.

Eckert said that there is too much commercial property for the market in the downtown area. He said that if the Federal building and other offices are developed downtown it would cut the commercial space available and provide a good market for remaining businesses which could provide services for the office workers.

The No. 1 problem of city government is "to try to perform the services on a financially sound basis," Eckert said.

Street closings on Illinois Ave. have been handled "very well" by the police, Eckert said, but added that forced street closings are undesirable because the police have to function at a disadvantage.

Part of the problem, Eckert said, is that there are too many police on the streets of the street. In the future, Eckert said he would like to see Rl. 31 moved behind the buildings, but until then he would continue the policy that if the street is closed, the traffic is rerouted.

Eckert approves of a plan calling for Rl. 31 to be relocated, bypassing Carbondale in the floodplain of the Little Calhoun River.

Eckert said building on a floodplain is expensive, but added that there is no other place to put the bypass unless it cuts through a high density residential area. The alternative of using railroads or streets would be too expensive, Eckert said.

Eckert said he developed Carbondale as a regional shopping center that can provide jobs for the area.

He said University Mall employs a large number of people and proves that a shopping center does not have to be located on an interstate highway to develop as a regional shopping area.

Eckert has helped to secure the local support of the effort to decriminalize the use of marijuana. He said enforcement of the marijuana laws is unfair because 90 percent of the users never get arrested.

Eckert said that "Carbondale is pretty close to some of the major suppliers of hard drugs. Eckert supported the instant apprehension of the Metropolitan Narcotics Enforcement Group (MEN) which he said relies on a concentration on enforcement of hard drug laws.

The completion of Cedar Lake and Interstate 270, would create more business and provide more entertainment in Carbondale, she said.

Carbondale is located near Carbondale, she said. She said she would have to balance his budget.

At the same time, she said Congress should immediately clarify its restrictions on the use of U.S. military forces in Southeast Asia "for the limited purposes of protecting American lives by stopping the war and if possible get the peace to become necessary."

Symbionese Liberation Army lawyer, will begin with the defense case on Monday and his chief witness will be Connnally, a three-time governor of Texas, who was a member of the U.S. Navy.

Connnally's chief accuser, long-time friend Jacobson, said he gave Connally $10,000—and maybe $15,000—because of a promise to support him in the Senate race in 1971.

Connally is charged in two counts with accepting an illegal extortion. Conviction carries a maximum sentence of four years in prison and a $20,000 fine.

Senior citizen income bill passes again

The new bill applies to all students including Armed Forces personnel and prisoners in Illinois state or federal penitentiaries.

But if the Poughkeepsie student does not normally reside in the school, the new rule provides that he be charged out-of-state tuition retroactive to the first term he enters.

The change also allows in-state tuition for students who no longer reside outside the state who were residents when they entered the service.

Under the new rule, a person separated from military service may qualify for in-state tuition if he was a resident of Illinois when he entered service, attended SIU while stationed in the state, or has lived in Illinois for three months after leaving the service.

The measure now goes to Gov. Daniel Walker, who vetoed a similar bill earlier this year because he said it was too expensive.

Although the price tag placed on the new legislation is the same as the vetoed bill, said Gerald Shea, D-Riverdale, said: "I think if it can fit the shape that the governor can sign it."
Carbondale voters will select two persons to serve on the city council election day, April 15. All registered voters should express their opinions at the ballot box.

Of the four candidates appearing on the ballot—Joe Dakin, Helen Lightle, John Hardt and Elmer Brandhorst—Dakin is clearly the best. The former police chief has the experience and knowledge needed to effectively serve well and will strive to vital social services at peak levels. He is a dedicated and vibrant individual on to put in the necessary energy required of the job.

We also favor John Hardt, 23-year-old, political science major at SIU. Hardt is hoping to get in on the strength of a write-in campaign. Trying to meet the voters one to one, rather than conducting a massive public relations campaign. He is currently a student assistant to SIU's student body president and has worked diligently in the office. He would provide students with a strong, but sensible, voice on the council. He is wise enough to realize that, to be effective, you must work within the system, rather than taking the unhealthy, but perhaps popular, us against them attitude. He knows the city and is in touch with student needs and could effectively represent the students and the rest of the city.

In order for Hardt's votes to count, his name must be spelled correctly on the ballot for the proper university affiliation. Many write-in votes are forfeited because of sloppy voters. Take the time to be accurate, spell Hardt's name correctly and if enough students go to the polls, he could win.

When faced with Tuesday's ballot, voters should not be afraid of spaces provided for marking a write-in candidate does not include a box or circle to "x." is important. In order for a write-in vote to be counted, the voter must first neatly draw the "x" within it—plus putting the write-in candidate's name on the line beside the box. If you plan on voting for a write-in candidate, you should familiarize yourself with these simple instructions. Or, ask one of the election judges present at the polling place Tuesday for definitive instructions before you vote.

Brandhorst, Westberg and Robinson are all qualified for the council, but, we think, not as well qualified as Dakin and Hardt.

Brandhorst could effectively serve blue-collar needs but favors concrete more than services. While he has some good ideas to help implement capital improvement programs, his proposal for improved social services is very questionable.

Westberg, although she is a dedicated city worker, lacks solid programs or ideas. She is a follower, rather than a creative leader. Hardt and Dakin have the backbone and ideas needed to effectively instigate necessary change in city policy.

Robinson has a platform focused mostly with idealistic programs and not one with programs specific enough to deal with Carbondale's needs.

The primary need is for a large turnout on the polls. Dakin and Hardt have the personal charisma to see this city for the next two years. The polls will be open Tuesday from 6 a.m. until 6 p.m.

Lightle for trustee

The student trustee has little power. The officer does not have the right to vote and can offer little to the administration than advice. But, given the right person, the position can be a viable means of putting significant student input into our bumptious board.

Rusty Lightle has served for the past year as an assistant to the student body president. He has been dealing often with the bureaucrats running SIU. His knowledge of the inner workings of the University and its performance has served him well and his effectiveness in this position.

Moreover, Lightle has merited, has merely been one more bureaucrat, making no bones about the fact that he can do any of the mostly paperwork jobs. He has served basically his own interests. He's hardly the type students need to represent on the board.

Gary Ferguson, senior majoring in journalism, and Len Swenson, student senator, are the other two aspirants for student trustee. Both have insight into the reality of board procedures and could offer virtually nothing to its operations.

Student groups have suggested a campaign based on the desire to obtain full voting rights for the student trustees. Lightle accurately and succinctly, "not something that can be achieved in one year's time."

The position of student trustee was created by law, and that is the proper way to broaden its role to that of a vote-getting position. Student groups are correct in this fact. Lightle has the expertise and the state higher education contacts to work for this valuable change.

Tuesday's election provides voters with a lot of ifs

Political speculation has always been a chance game at best. Political speeches mean a college town, with its generally entrenched, apathetic students and fence-sitting University employees, can be suicidal.

Tuesday's city election, however, provides some interesting material for speculating. The most interesting aspect, naturally enough, is that gigantic variable normally termed "the student voter." The reason this huge block of voters is important, particularly in Carbondale and particularly Tuesday, is because of the opportunity for the once disenfranchised 18-30-year-olds to vote for solid write-in candidates.

Another interesting aspect for Tuesday's voting will be to what extent the massacre parlor referendum affects voter turnout. The referendum is the negative reaction to a basically liberal enterprise, and the chance that this issue will draw out the conservative voters in larger numbers than liberal students is high, which could put the mix on the student write-in candidates' chances.

In course, in all this speculating, one has to keep in mind the mathematical possibilities of the other candidates and what variables affecting one can may do to upset the tables of another. For instance, word has gotten around that the black voters of the northeast section of town plan to stay home Tuesday. This could kill Walter Robinson's bid for the seat he's been hoping for for the past year.

Westberg, apparently, doesn't have the right to vote and can offer little to the community. His name must be spelled correctly on the ballot for the proper university affiliation.

There have been rumors that a write-in candidate, Rusty Lightle, is running a campaign in the mirror image to the blue-collar, homeowner constituency, but in a University-tailored city, that constituency numbers very little. Robinson pulls his strength from social programs-oriented voters, who will vote for him regardless of who else is running. Anyway you cut the cake, it looks at first glance like Dakin and Westberg will win the marbles.

Enter the write-ins. John Hardt and Susan Davy could pull a lot of votes if they are successful in getting the dorm dwellers out in droves. If many of those students split their tickets, speculators (those in the know who feed me this information—unsolicited, I can assure you) feel more students will vote a Hardt-Dakin ticket. Dakin appears to be the students' friend, mostly because of his handling of downtown street disturbances while police chief and his sensitive attitude towards marijuana. This kind of a vote split is sure to hurt Westberg, while not really changing the picture much for either Robinson or Brandhorst.

In the final analysis, the variable to watch Tuesday will be the student vote. In the 1972 Presidential election, the student vote turned out to be a pivotal affair, in that it didn't exist as a block. Last fall's general election began with an extremely successful student voter registration drive. That registration drive, backed in large part by Hardt, may be the telling factor Tuesday.

Students generally don't become too involved in community politics, and most probably don't realize the potential power they hold if they vote as a basically solid block. Students rarely have a need to vote as a singular unit, though, because the issues which affect them affect everyone. But in Carbondale Tuesday, issues will face students indirectly in the voting booth with an impact. Mayoral candidate Irene Altschuler made the astute observation that the massage parlor referendum was put on the ballot to arouse the interest of conservatives while the pot referendum was left off the ballot primarily to keep students away from the polls. The trick may work.

Tuesday could be a blockbuster of a day for Carbondale. And it could run true to the past and be nothing more than a 24-hour trip separating Monday from Wednesday. Only the student voters will tell.

Townspersons have nothing to fear from any of the student write-in candidates. Each is an intelligent human being with nothing more or less than the welfare of the entire community at heart. By questioning the students in the past, city officials have, in effect, neglected the town's natives. City officials, have, in their past dashes from student needs, exhausted their efforts in defensive programs designed to prove to transient students the town will withstand some ruckus. Officials have left—having nothing for local residents but a lot of concrete, projects which do little for social needs and promises, promises.
Scott the gadfly supports issues as political tools

Massages are good for you

To the Daily Egyptian:

"Thal shall the city of Carbondale, allow the massaging by persons of one sex, for money, of the bodies of persons of the opposite sex?" To me, the city of Carbondale, allow the massaging by one person, for money, of the genital parts of the body of another? I'd like to dissect these questions since they are being asked in Carbondale. On the referendum April 15 and explain my answer, as my viewpoint, as my conviction, or as my patience. If people would take the time to understand, though, how insignificant they may be, with a work on relaxing themselves, their bodies of automobile to the bodies of automobiles to the bodies of others. Car face accidents are one of the nation's leading killers. We're in business to relax and make patrons happy; for it really is true that people are nicer when relaxed. To the Daily Egyptian:

One may question the necessity for learning another tongue—it is doubtful that one will repetitiously stumble across lost Parisians in Murphysboro who are seeking directions in their nilted language; nor is it highly likely that one will have occasion to travel at his leisure to the far reaches of Southeast Asia to practice his intermediate Vietnamese.

How about the city's citizens? New spheres are opened to those who attempt a foreign language. One can easily become enrapored (or at least very interested) in the culture; art, music, literature or whatever the people whose system of verbal communication is different than your own. And when it comes to literature, a work has so much more meaning when it can be read in the original. With translations, there exists the problem of the proper rendering of idioms and colloquial expressions. Imagine yourself a translator who is faced with the task of placing the American phrases far out, touchdown (many of us here at SIU really aren't too familiar with that word anymore) and hot dog into another language. Of course the same difficulties are encountered when foreign words are changed into English. Soviets have accomplished some outstanding work, which quite possibly something would be terribly amiss now were I not the mention the advantages of studying my chosen language. This is because foreign languages can lead to investigations of dynamic histories or political systems than those experienced by the Russian people. If you are a science buff, you are undoubtedly aware of the fact that somewhere in your field, the may not as yet be in translation. Or perhaps literature may be your thing—Solzhenitsyn and Tolstoy are much more enjoyable if you are versed in the Russian language and way-of-life. And even with Congressional interference, it is evident that our business contacts in the U.S.S.R. will not be allowed to build housing lanes in Moscow, can hamburgher cars be very far off?

Would be students of Russian are often frightened off by the Slavic alphabet. So then, like Russian or any other language with any other languages which require the mastering of thousands of symbols in order to be considered intelligent, one has to know thirty to thirty-three letters, and several of those have exact counterparts in English. After a few weeks of practice, students are not even intimidated by the alphabet—then it is time to gain and learn the relatively simple grammatical structure of the Russians employ. As for vocabulary, there are many English cognates used, and if you've already studied French or German, you will find many words from those languages in Russian.

So there you have the gospel truth. Learning a language, ANY language, can be entertaining and enjoyable if you give it the chance. It does take constant practice and drilling to master another tongue, but the end result is markedly worthwhile. You can be one that really never knows when he may be taking a train flight to Singapore, saying thanks at the Hofbraussh in Munich, or parading around Moscow's Red Square.

Wayne G. Riegel
Graduate Assistant
Department of Foreign Language and Linguistics

Letters to the Daily Egyptian

The Daily Egyptian welcomes your letters, but reserves the right to edit or publish them, as we see fit. We will consider letters of 300 words or less and will make every effort to print them as soon as possible. The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to edit, to reject or to publish unrequested material at its own discretion, and to edit or publish material that is in any way unacceptable, including but not limited to material containing obscenity, vulgarity, profanity, España, violence, threats, hatred, sex, nudity and other material the newspaper finds objectionable.

By Pat Corner
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Unfortunately, with the constant surveillance and criticisms of the political motivations behind Gov. Daniel Walker's administration, we overlooked another ambitious and self-serving politician.

William Scott, Illinois attorney general, is a Republican and occupies an office with as much affect as that of the Daily Egyptian. Scott is politically ambitious and wants to make a name for himself, statewide, it seems.

Scott uses his office to appear as a crusader against wrongdoers. Being an opportunist, his first target was the state's major polluters during the spring of 1972. He personally led raids on the major Lake Michigan shore polluters, serving warrants and injunctions to stop sewage dumping and industrial waste discharge into the lake.

To his charges these bold actions netted him national coverage in Time magazine but failed to push him as a candidate for the governor's nomination. That honor went to incumbent Richard Ogilvie, who lost when an ex-Montgomery Ward attorney walked away with the race. Scott did win reelection as attorney general.

As the months passed, crusading against failure to capture the public imagination. Scott and some switched elephants in the middle of the stream and came out strongly against political corruption and campaign finance reform. Unfortunately, Scott enjoyed this interest...watergate raised public awareness of political wrongdoing in government office.

Howard Hood, Jackson County's state's attorney, said that concern is the attorney general's main concern. When Hood's office requests opinions, it replies will run unprepared, or a criminal case requested over two years ago has still not come from Springfield.

The attorney general appears to be specializing in conflict-of-interest law. Hood said.

Certainly, nothing is wrong with a politician making the effort to clean his profession and the government as well. But when he does it merely as a political device to further his career at the expense of other duties he should expect more than just opposition parties of his actions. The high office of attorney general should not be used by a political game that floats from issue to issue looking for a catapult to stardom.

Learn another language

To the Daily Egyptian:

One may question the necessity for learning another tongue—it is doubtful that one will repetitiously stumble across lost Parisians in Murphysboro who are seeking directions in their nilted language; nor is it highly likely that one will have occasion to travel at his leisure to the far reaches of Southeast Asia to practice his intermediate Vietnamese.

How about the city's citizens? New spheres are opened to those who attempt a foreign language. One can easily become enrapored (or at least very interested) in the culture; art, music, literature or whatever the people whose system of verbal communication is different than your own. And when it comes to literature, a work has so much more meaning when it can be read in the original. With translations, there exists the problem of the proper rendering of idioms and colloquial expressions. Imagine yourself a translator who is faced with the task of placing the American phrases far out, touchdown (many of us here at SIU really aren't too familiar with that word anymore) and hot dog into another language. Of course the same difficulties are encountered when foreign words are changed into English. Soviets have accomplished some outstanding work, which quite possibly something would be terribly amiss now were I not the mention the advantages of studying my chosen language. This is because foreign languages can lead to investigations of dynamic histories or political systems than those experienced by the Russian people. If you are a science buff, you are undoubtedly aware of the fact that somewhere in your field, the may not as yet be in translation. Or perhaps literature may be your thing—Solzhenitsyn and Tolstoy are much more enjoyable if you are versed in the Russian language and way-of-life. And even with Congressional interference, it is evident that our business contacts in the U.S.S.R. will not be allowed to build housing lanes in Moscow, can hamburgher cars be very far off?

Would be students of Russian are often frightened off by the Slavic alphabet. So then, like Russian or any other language with any other languages which require the mastering of thousands of symbols in order to be considered intelligent, one has to know thirty to thirty-three letters, and several of those have exact counterparts in English. After a few weeks of practice, students are not even intimidated by the alphabet—then it is time to gain and learn the relatively simple grammatical structure of the Russians employ. As for vocabulary, there are many English cognates used, and if you've already studied French or German, you will find many words from those languages in Russian.

So there you have the gospel truth. Learning a language, ANY language, can be entertaining and enjoyable if you give it the chance. It does take constant practice and drilling to master another tongue, but the end result is markedly worthwhile. You can be one that really never knows when he may be taking a train flight to Singapore, saying thanks at the Hofbraussh in Munich, or parading around Moscow's Red Square.

Wayne G. Riegel
Graduate Assistant
Department of Foreign Language and Linguistics

Letters to the Daily Egyptian

The Daily Egyptian welcomes your letters, but reserves the right to edit or publish them, as we see fit. We will consider letters of 300 words or less and will make every effort to print them as soon as possible. The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to edit, to reject or to publish unrequested material at its own discretion, and to edit or publish material that is in any way unacceptable, including but not limited to material containing obscenity, vulgarity, profanity, España, violence, threats, hatred, sex, nudity and other material the newspaper finds objectionable.

Letters to the Daily Egyptian

The Daily Egyptian welcomes your letters, but reserves the right to edit or publish them, as we see fit. We will consider letters of 300 words or less and will make every effort to print them as soon as possible. The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to edit, to reject or to publish unrequested material at its own discretion, and to edit or publish material that is in any way unacceptable, including but not limited to material containing obscenity, vulgarity, profanity, España, violence, threats, hatred, sex, nudity and other material the newspaper finds objectionable.
Honors Day slated Sunday

Honors Day will be celebrated by the faculty and students on Sun., from 1 to 4:30 p.m. at the various colleges on campus with a reception hosted by SIU President, Herman W. Brandt.

The ceremonies have been divided into two times. At 1 p.m., the colleges handing out awards are College of Business and Administration, Morris Library Auditorium; Communications and "The Arts, Main stage theatre, Science and Engineering Building; Education, Shryock Auditorium; Home Economics 408; Agriculture, Agricultural Seminar Room; General Studies, Student Center Auditorium.

At 3:30 p.m., the colleges handing out awards are: Liberal Arts, Shryock Auditorium; Sciences, Neillers 240B; Engineering and Technology, Tech Building 111B; Technical Careers, Student Center Auditorium.

The reception will be divided into two times. The 1 p.m. group will be received from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. and the 3:30 group will be from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. The receptions will be held in the upper floor ballrooms at the Student Center.

Country Partners
"As Soon As I Hang Up The Phone"
LORETTA LYNN
"The Pill"
"Cool Miner's Daughter"
CONWAY TWITTY
"Linde On My Mind"
"You've Never Been This Far Before"

Special Guests
Cal Smith
Johnny Russell
"Country Bumpkin"
"Red Necks, White Socks and Blue Ribbon Beer"

Sunday April 13
7 p.m. In The Round

General Public $4.00 15.00 16.00
SIU Students $4.00 14.50 15.50
Tickets on sale 9 a.m. to noon at the Center.
Tickets on sale 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday at the arena. Call 453-5341 for reservations.

SIU ARENA

UNIVERSITY FOUR

What could be better than
The Three Musketeers?

THE FOUR
MUSKETEERS
5:45, 8:00, 10:15

1
TWIN-LITE 5:15 to 5:45 $1.25

THE ADVENTURE YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!
SHARON MC CLUNE
6:15, 8:00, 9:45
TWIN-LITE 5:45 to 6:15 $1.25

"MEL BROOKS' COMIC MASTERPIECE:
YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
5:30, 7:45, 10:00
TWIN-LITE 5:00 to 5:30 $1.25

WINNER OF THREE ACADEMY AWARDs, INCLUDING BEST SONG, EDITING AND RATING

3
TOWERING INFERNO
5:45, 9:00
TWIN-LITE 5:15 to 5:45 $1.25

Student Government Activities Council

VIDEOLOUNGE
3rd Floor-Student Center

SUNDAY NIGHT
Bucky Fuller's World Game
PART #8
"Playing The World Game"
April 13 - 7:00, 8:00, 9:00

Gatsby's

SUNDAY NIGHT
Rebmann-Farris Band
LOWENBRAU BUDWEISER
NOW SERVING- 40CENT DRAFT

TUBORG MICHELOB

Student Government Activities Council

VIDEOLOUNGE
3rd Floor-Student Center

Held over! Two Shows Only

PLUS: CONDENSED CREAM OF BEATLES
TONIGHT, APRIL 11 and SAT., APRIL 12 8 p.m. ONLY
FREE 3rd floor, Student Center/Video Lounge FREE

75 min.
“The X-rating has been honestly earned, but without descents to activities that disgust the queasy... This picture can be legitimately classed as aphrodisiac in effect, not embarrassing for mixed company.

“The exotica includes a Thailand boxing match, with kicks, and a feat of cigarette smoking that can only be described as open-ended or bizarre.”
—New York Post, Archer Winston

“France’s top box-office blockbuster... centers on a pretty wife of a young member of the French Embassy who spends nearly all of her time in a variety of couplings... a succession of lesbian bouts... a trip to an opium den where she is raped, then to a prize fight where she is the prize.”
—New York Times, A.H. Weiler

“Saum since Space Odyssey has used such a blazing display of photo graphic ingenuity to suggest a time beyond tomorrow."
—Los Angeles Times

“This is the story of such a woman... her hidden thirsts and hungers... told by the world-famed director, Michelangeloantonioni.

Starring Monica Vitti and Richard Harris

SUNDAY LATE SHOW
11:00 P.M. ALL SEATS $1.25

“Emmanuelle

Alain Cuny, Sylvia Kristel, Marika Green - Emmanuelle

The story of a woman's sexual awakening... Unique and moving."

ZardoZ

Beyond 1984, Beyond 2001
Into a World of Eternal Life
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Systems talk set

The program began with Strauss' "Don Juan," in which Schermerhorn conveyed his enthusiasm for large-scale orchestral works. His handling of the piece was brilliantly executed with an impressive ensemble of strings, thus projecting the work's rich and varied thematic material. The second movement, "Concerto No. 2," in D minor, featured 16-year-old violinist Vladimir Horowitz. The young virtuoso showed amazing control and flexibility with his instrument, as well as tremendous expressivity and sensitivity in his playing. Portraying a gypsy violinist in the most romantic vein, Horowitz raced through the music with clarity and distinction. Beethoven's "Symphony No. 7 in A Major" was the highlight of the evening as the orchestra performed the four-movement piece with heightened intensity.

The program concluded with Mozart's "Jupiter" Symphony, No. 41 in C Major, which concluded the season with a masterful display of orchestral finesse. The last movement highlighted the orchestra's ability to capture the sublime details of the music, thus bringing the concert to a rousing conclusion.

Breaking Barriers in the Carbondale Community, Fellowship of Reconciliation, Lutheran Center, Newman Center, Puids School, SAC, YW, the Student Christian Foundation, Wesley Community House and SGA present

FREDERICK DOUGLASS KIRKPATRICK

*twist in Carbondale *April 11*

* Alternative Living Styles & City Ordinances 6pm

Lutheran Center, 700 South University. The meeting begins with a dinner provided free of charge, and continues with community discussion of both traditional and newly emerging lifestyles. Kirkpatrick, founder of the Many Races Cultural Foundation, and other resource people will be present to share their experiences and experiments in various living styles.

* Free Concert at the EAL*N coffeehouse

Wesley Community House, 816 So. Illinois, 7-10pm

Kirkpatrick, an ordained Baptist minister, has helped to establish the EEY BROTHERS COffeeshOOS. His songs, as the NEW YORK TIMES has noted, are-through his a "powerful weapon of ideas," a reminder that unearned truth and unconditional love will have final work in reality.

VARSITY NO. 1 - TODAY ONLY

FA T CI TY

a film that recaptures the gritty truths and compassion that were the hallmarks of such John Huston works as 'The Maltese Falcon,' 'The Treasure of Sierra Madre' and 'The Asphalt Jungle'.

SUSAN TYRRELL

Nominated Best Supporting Actress For "Fat City"

DIRECTED BY JOHN HUSTON

COLUMBIA PICTURES and RASTAR PRODUCTIONS Present

STARRING JEFF BRIDGES, SUSAN TYRRELL, JOHN HUSTON, RAY STARK PRODUCTION "FAT CITY". Screenplay by LEONARD GARDNER based on his book

Produced by RAY STARK. Directed by JOHN HUSTON

COMING FRIDAY APRIL 18

"KID BLUE IS THAT MARVEL OF MARVELS - An original, off-beat, touching and often very funny movie that shows a new side of Dennis Hopper's unpredictable talent. KID BLUE is one of the nicer surprises of the season. Rex Reed

Page 6, Daily Egyptian, April 11, 1975
S-Senate against hike in housing

WHY WAS AN X RATED FILM NOMINATED FOR AN ACADEMY AWARD

Because "TURKISH DELIGHT" is the most real, explicit and tender love story ever filmed.

THE CRITICS AGREE:

"TURKISH DELIGHT isn't the kind of movie they used to nominate for an Oscar. It lacks the polish and fancy trickery that can be called for in its libelous depiction of the Frenchwoman's breath with East Tango in Paris." -PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

"TURKISH DELIGHT blends slashing nihilistic comedy with expletives, pain and rape. It suggests the framework for such films as "The Graduate" and "Love Story" except TURKISH DELIGHT is in-calculably more atrocious, angry and graphic." -LOS ANGELES HERALD EXAMINER

"One of the most tempestuous, tumultuous and finally heartbreaking love stories ever filmed. TURKISH DELIGHT fervently asserts that life and love are too precious to be stifled by the conventions. A surprisingly liberating and affirmative experience." -HOLLYWOOD REGISTER

"TURKISH DELIGHT" is among the most compelling love stories ever recorded on film. An artistic breakthrough." -TIME MAGAZINE

"No one will be seated during the last 88 minutes...they'll all be on the floor, laughing." -HOLLYWOOD REGISTER
Campus Briefs

The Child and Family Student Organization will present a program on "Resumes and Interviews" 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Home Economics Lounge. Speakers will be Marsha Anderson and Lillian Greathouse. The program is open to the public.

The Black Affairs Council will hold elections for executive offices Tuesday. Positions of coordinator, controller, newspaper and editor will be on the ballot.

Three SIU faculty members served on the North Central Association Evaluation Team at Ramsey High School, April 7 through 9. The faculty members were Arthur Aikman, secondary education; Douglas Bedient, learning resources; and Paul Forand, guidance and educational psychology.

Three members of the SIU faculty attended the 38th annual meeting of the Illinois-Indiana Section of the Society of Engineering Education held at Valparaiso University, April 5. The faculty members were Thomas B. Jefferson, dean of the School of Engineering and Technology; James Smith, chairman of the Department of Electrical Sciences and Systems Engineering; and Mark Klop, instructor in the Department of Technology.

The SIU Flute Club will meet Saturday at 1 p.m. in the Old Baptist Foundation Chapel.

The Southern Illinois Business Education Association will hold a dinner meeting 6 p.m. Saturday at the Gateway Inn in Harrisburg. The cost is $6.25 per person, and reservations should be sent to Pat Ferrari at DuQuoin High School.

Activities

Hillel: ride to temple 8 p.m., 715 S. University.
Campus Crusade for Christ: Bible study, 6:30 p.m., Activity Rooms A and B.
Baseball: SIU vs. Louisville, 1 p.m., Abe Martin Field.
Leadership Symposium: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., all classrooms.
Southern Illinois Editorial Association: 8:30 a.m., Ballroom D and auditorium.
School of Music: Marjorie Lawrence Opera Theater, "La Boheme", 8 p.m., Communications Theater.
S.I.E.A., meetings, 8 a.m. to noon, International Lounge and Auditorium.
Inter-Ethnic Dimensions in Education: meeting, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Ballroom A, Kaskaskia and Missouri.
Interviews for Chicago Boys' Club: Summer Camp, noon to 5 p.m., Mackinaw Room.
School of Medicine: meeting, 1:30 p.m., Ballroom B.
Zeta Phi Beta: dance, 8 p.m. to 12:45 p.m., Ballroom D.
S.G.A.C.: Film, cabaret, time to be determined, auditorium.
Christian Unltd.: Noon to 10 p.m., Student Center Room B.
Linguistic Student Association: noon to 1 p.m., Student Center Rooms A and B.
Lettier Day Saints: noon to 1 p.m., Student Center Room C.
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship: 7 to 9 p.m., Student Center Rooms C and D.
Students for Jesus: 7:30 p.m., Upper Room 403, 5, Illinois.
Christians Unltd.: Noon to 10 p.m., Student Center Ohio Room.
Iranian Student Association: 8 p.m., Student Center Room A.

WSIU-TV

The following programs are scheduled Friday on WSIU-TV, Channel 6:
3:30 p.m.: SporTempo, 6 p.m.: Sesame Street, 5 p.m.: The Evening Report, 5:30 p.m.: Mister Roger's Neighborhood.
6:30 p.m.: From Farmer to Consumer, 6:40 p.m.: SIV Report.
7 p.m.: Washington Week in Review, 7:30 p.m.: Wall Street Week, 7:30 p.m.: Black Perspective on the News.
8:30 p.m.: Aviation Weather, 9 p.m.: Focus, 9:30 p.m.: The Silver Screen, "The Bowery" (1933), Drama.

A UNIT OF BLOOD
AND EIGHT MINUTES
ADD UP TO
A LIFETIME.

Donations taken
April 15-18
Student Center
Ballroom D
10-2:45
Register now at the
Student Center
Solicitation Area
10-3

BE A BLOOD DONOR

sponsored by: Mobilization Of Volunteer Effort

(MOVE)

A BLOOD DONOR

The Music People

Original Soundtrack Recording

See me...
Feel me...
Touch me...
Buy me...
Today at Discount
Records

$599

2-record set
59.99 series

Available on Lp and 45 rpm Records and Tapes

[Image of advertisement]
WSIU Friends sponsor tour

Seats are still available for a "Fine Arts Weekend" in Chicago, April 28 to 29, being sponsored by the Friends of WSIU. The tour will depart from SIU at 9 a.m. Friday, April 28 and will return Sunday night, April 29.

Highlights of the "Fine Arts Weekend" will be an extensive visit to the Chicago Art Institute to see the current Claude Monet exhibit, and to see a special performance of Verdi's "Requiem Mass." The Verdi concert will feature Metropolitan Opera soprano Leontyne Price, internationally acclaimed tenor Luciano Pavarotti and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Georg Solti.

Larry Richardson, WSIU music director will be host for the trip. The cost of the trip is $99 for Friends of WSIU members and $109 for non-members. Non-members will automatically be enrolled as a member upon making the trip.

The cost includes round-trip charter bus transportation, three days and two nights accommodations in Chicago, four meals and tickets to the fine arts events. The reservation deadline has been extended to 5 p.m., Wednesday, April 15.

Persons interested in participating in the "Fine Arts Weekend" should contact Larry Richardson immediately at 453-4340.

Bonaparte's Retreat
213 E. Main
COME AND DANCE YOUR SOCKS OFF TO AN UP-AND-COMING ROCKER FROM BLOOMINGTON AND CHAMPAIGN
JOE HESH FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT FREE ADMISSION FROM 8:30 til 9:30

Student Government Activities Council Films Committee presents

Cabaret
Friday, April 11, 1975
Saturday, April 12, 1975
6:00, 8:15 & 10:30 both days
Student Center Auditorium
$1.00 admission

Tickets to the new Sunday night "D.J. Discoteque" at Bonaparte's Retreat will be raffled off at each showing - Compliments of the management of Bonaparte's Retreat

Coming Next Weekend
Jack Nicholson in "The Last Detail"
Ramsey Clark to speak May 5 at GSC lecture

Ramsey Clark, former attorney general of the United States under Lyndon Johnson, will appear at 5:00 p.m. Monday, May 5. Clark, who is also author of the best-selling book "Crime in America," will be sponsored by the Graduate Student Council speakers bureau.

While serving in the Department of Justice after being appointed assistant attorney general by the late president John F. Kennedy, Clark was active in getting James Meredith enrolled at the University of Mississippi. He is credited with establishing the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and the first federal narcotics addict treatment unit. He also was the first attorney general to propose removal of the death penalty.

Joe Dutton of GSC said the speech probably will be on "Integrity in Government," although he noted that Clark has also been active in prison reform programs.

The lecture will be at 8 p.m. in Student Center Ballrooms C and D.
Graduates endorse special majors

By LH Chodlk
Student Writer

Sixteen of 17 graduates with special majors who responded to a survey said they would recommend the special majors program to a friend.

University Programs Office recently conducted a survey of its special majors graduates to determine what their opinions of the program were after graduating. The survey was sent out to 38 special majors that graduated spring and summer of 1974. Since the program was instituted in 1964, 21 students have graduated with special majors.

"We weren't prepared for the favorable response that we got," John Dotson, director of special majors, said.

A special major is an individual curriculum which a student can devise if he can't find a standard major that satisfies his educational interests.

In the survey, only one person felt that his special major had been a handicap in getting a job or into graduate school. Ten reported that it had given them an advantage over a standard major. Five felt that it had no effect.

Sixteen replied that their special majors provided the educational experience they had hoped for when starting the program. Only one person expressed any dissatisfaction with the way the program worked out.

Most of those responding said the best features of the program were flexibility and ability to meet individual needs. Others said little time is wasted on courses that aren't applicable to individual interests.

"The student who has the gumption to devise his own major usually gets more into school than many with prescribed majors," said Kenneth Serfas, dean of University Programs.

Folk dancers will present show at noon

The Pacers International Folk Dancers, sponsored by the Department of Elementary Education, will perform during the noon hour Friday in front of Morris Library. The dancers, ranging in age from seven to 17 years, are from the Pacers Free School, Kansas City, Mo. The teacher accompanying the group is a 1973 SU graduate of elementary education, Judi Watson. In case of rain, the performance will be held in Morris Library Auditorium.

Goldsmith's

Goldsmith's
Carbondale & Herrin, Illinois

PEPPERMINT LOUNGE

Friday Afternoon - Join the fun at the COUNTRY WESTERN JAMBOREE.
A Go-Go HEE-HAW featuring 16 oz. Busch for 40c, 60 oz. pitchers for $1.50 - FOOT-STOMPIN & KNEE-SLAPPIN AT THE GOOD OLE PEPPERMINT LOUNGE!
Friday & Saturday Nights - 200 1c DRINKS TO THE FIRST ONES IN BETWEEN 5.00-10.00; YOUR CHOICE OF...

Bud, Rum & Coke, Gin & Tonic, Vodka & Tonic, Bourbon & Coke, Tequila, Bourbon & Water,
Scotch & Water, or Gin & Squirt

Saturday Afternoon - THE CARTOONS HAVE ARRIVED! Come enjoy your favorite cartoons - Roadrunner, Leghorn, Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck - and much, much more.

THE FUN STARTS AT 3.00-POP CORN, T-SHIRTS, GO-GO GIRLS, AND FUN, FUN, FUN!

DON'T MISS IT - A GREAT WEEKEND AT THE PEPPERMINT LOUNGE

Shirt Excitement!

Excitement in prints! Excitement in fabric! Stop in and excite yourself with a large selection of good looking sport shirts. From $12.00
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS.

STARCROSS

COLUMBIA RECORDING ARTISTS FROM CHICAGO! PLUS-

THE FIRST 500 PEOPLE IN THE CLUB BETWEEN 8:00-10:00 RECEIVE THEIR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING:  (You get your choice of Bud, Rum & Coke, Gin & Tonic, Bourbon & Coke, Tequila, Gin & Squirt, Scotch & Water or Bourbon & Water)

FOR ONE PENNY THAT'S 500 DRINKS EACH NIGHT!

AND A WHOLE LINE-UP OF BANDS IN THE SMALL BAR...

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 3-7
GUS PAPPELIS QUARTET
SATURDAY NIGHT, 10-2
HIGHWAY

FRIDAY NIGHT
CAT'S CRADLE
SUNDAY NIGHT
SHOAL CREEK

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 3-7
SHOAL CREEK

MONDAY-MUSICAL TALENT NIGHT
Merlin's and Shawnee Talent are continually searching. All the entertainers will be judged by the top musicians in Carbondale. Winners will receive CASH PRIZES. We will feature groups, duos, trios, quartets, comedians and jugglers.

IF YOU ARE IN ANY OF THESE CATEGORIES AND HAVE TALENT, CALL JOHN LOYD, SHAWNEE TALENT, AT 549-7097
The U.S. Army forced this peaceful Indian into becoming a military genius.

Tonight, Xerox presents the true story of Chief Joseph; a testament to the vision, stature and dignity of the great leader of the Nez Percé Indians.

Forced from their tribal home, Chief Joseph and some 300 braves fought ten separate Army commands in a desperate 1,600 mile trek toward freedom.

So formidable were his defensive maneuvers, the history of the campaign is still studied at West Point.


On Monday the ABC-TV Network, 7:00 PM Channel 3

XEROX

REGISTER EARLY

IF YOU WERE CAUGHT
IN THE LATE REGISTRATION
RUSH—AVOID IT THIS TIME

Registration for Summer and Fall Ends
May 9th, 1975

For Information Call 453-4381 or Check The Schedule Of Classes
Wesley House chapel to be dedicated Sunday

The new St. Luke’s Chapel at the Wesley Community House will be dedicated at 10:45 a.m. Sunday during the Celebration of Worship service.

Rev. Lance Webb, Resident Episcopal Bishop of the United Methodist Church for Illinois, will conduct the service. SIU President Warren Brandt and his wife will be special guests at the dedication.

Gerald L. Gulley, Wesley Community House campus minister, designed the new chapel. It is located in the north wing of the House in space which had been used as a library and study room, Gulley said.

Original altar furniture was handcrafted by Ed Small of Evansville, Indiana. The furniture is completely movable so the chapel can be used for worship, theater performances or film showings, Gulley said.

The renovation for the chapel began in November, 1974, and was completed in January, 1975, at a cost of $20,000.

A buffet dinner will be held after the dedication. The public is invited.

Police charge Herrin man with battery, attempted rape

Carbondale police arrested a Herrin man Wednesday for the alleged battery and attempted rape of a Carbondale woman who was reported missing Tuesday.

Michael E. Gunter, 26, of 117 S. 1st St. Herrin, was arrested at his job at the Carbondale Post Office by the Carbondale police with assistance from the postal inspector.

Police said the incident occurred about 2:15 a.m. Saturday in the woman’s home. The investigation is continuing.

Gunter was charged with battery and attempted rape after his first appearance in Jackson County Circuit Court Thursday. A preliminary hearing is set for 1:30 p.m. May 5. Gunter was released after posting $1,000 bond.

Club to design environment for disabled

A Paraquad Workshop will be held from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday in Ballroom B at the Student Center.

The purpose of the Paraquad is to build a residential and commercial complex for the physically disabled, helping such individuals to participate in and contribute to society. The technical design features of the complex would enable the inhabitants to work and reside within the complex with a minimum of effort and dependence upon aids.

In the limelight

Nora Bailiff-Bostaph as Musetta and James Justice as Alcindoro perform a scene from Puccini’s “La Bohème” for Friday through Saturday at the University Theatre.

GRAND OPENING

STARDUST BILLIARDS

(ITCHY BROTHERS)

409 S. ILLINOIS

OPEN 1 p.m.-2 a.m.

BEST EQUIPMENT IN TOWN

8 BRUNSWICK GOLDCROWN TABLES

Put yourself on the map.

That’s another way of saying... become a navigator in the Air Force. It’s a responsible job with a challenging future.

Think you’re interested? Why not sample the Air Force ways by enrolling in Air Force ROTC in college?

There are scholarships available. 4-year, 3-year, or 2-year. There’s also a monthly allowance of $100. And more important...you’ll get the feel of the Air Force and an indication of what’s to come.

Chart your course to the future... At the end is a rewarding, challenging job as an Air Force navigator. And the checkpoints leading to that end are “proven benefits” and “educational opportunities.”

Captain Bob Ress, AFROTC Det. 205, S.I.U. Carbondale, I.L.

Phone: 618-453-2481

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
"Emmanuelle" fails to fulfill expectations

By Michael Hawley
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

"Emmanuelle is supposed to be a "different" kind of X-rated film, erotic, but not pornographic; sensual, but also elegant, fantasy, but also fun. "Emmanuelle," however, is really just a lot of twaddle.

"Emmanuelle" is the legacy of a young, Parisian ingénue whose husband works at the French embassy in Bangkok, Thailand. He says he married her because "one makes love like Emmanuelle," but he doesn't expect her to be faithful. "I didn't marry her so she'd be faithful," he tells a friend.

So innocent and faithful Emmanuelle comes to Bangkok, where her husband and friends encourage her to fly the coop. At first frightened and doubtful, she eventually gets an equal sampling of both sexes in all positions.

In the final scene, she wraps a feather boa around her, pats on a lot of makeup and reminisces over her exploits. Even then she looks like a drag queen. "We're her exploits. Even then she looks frightened and doubtful. She believes she's Emmanuelle," one says hesitantly.

Eroticism is something this movie does a lot of panting about. The characters philosophize about sexual relationships to an excess, yet the teardrop-old man named Marie, who is supposed to teach Emmanuelle how to be erotic, his verbiage practically steams up the screen.

All of this intellectualizing about eroticism has a destructive effect upon the film, not an artistic one as director Just Jacqin intended. He would have been much better off actually filming what the diaphanous monologues hardly suggest.

The sex scenes in "Emmanuelle" were quick, simulated and done with all clothes on. Possible ban on cards.

PORT MORESBY, Papua New Guinea (AP)—A congress of women's associations called on the House of Assembly to revoke the law allowing playing cards to be used and sold. The women said their husbands were causing family problems by gambling, and said that if the house failed to act they would stage a protest march.

The warm photography in "Emmanuelle" is nice, with everything filmed in sepia-toned soft focus, but the camera genius of "National Geographic" couldn't have saved this movie from itself. And why so many scenes have a bleached effect is anybody's guess. Perhaps the cinematographer feared an overdose.

"The Devil in Miss Jones," an American film which worked around the same basic theme as "Emmanuelle," was much more satisfying as both an aesthetic piece of filmmaking and a work of artful pornography. Not only beautifully photographed and erotic, but it was also a bella skin flick.

"Emmanuelle" does have one good scene in which the leading lady (deliciously played by frail Sylvia Kriste) uses facial and body expressions to bring on two love-making scenes aboard a Boeing 707 in mid-flight. It's knicky and there's no dialogue to much things up.

The problem with "Emmanuelle" is that it's all talk and no action. If this is what the French are allegedly standing in lines to see these days, I'd worry about the current state of their libido.

A Review

Each splendid scene unfolds, the viewers at the Fox Eastgate release sighs of boredom, not of excitement. The warm photography in "Emmanuelle" is nice, with everything filmed in sepia-toned soft focus, but the camera genius of "National Geographic" couldn't have saved this movie from itself. And why so many scenes have a bleached effect is anybody's guess. Perhaps the cinematographer feared an overdose.

"The Devil in Miss Jones," an American film which worked around the same basic theme as "Emmanuelle," was much more satisfying as both an aesthetic piece of filmmaking and a work of artful pornography. Not only beautifully photographed and erotic, but it was also a bella skin flick.
Pennsylvania Ballet Company displays grandeur, eloquence

By Deborah Singer
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

A fine ballet performance at SIU doesn’t even have the drawing power of a good afternoon on “All My Children.” And the people who decry Carbondale as “the apple of the nation,” probably never got close enough to Sheboygan to attend Tuesday evening’s attempt to have their cultural consciousness raised by the Pennsylvania Ballet Company.

And it’s too bad, because at times the company’s beauty of the grandeur and eloquence that has kept ballet alive since the days of King Louis XIV. Although their boots were not jeweled, and their audience was not part of a royal court, the Pennsylvania Company members danced as if they were.

Showing little concern for superficial embellishments, the company opened the evening with “Cavatina Barocco.” Designed in simple black leotards and light colored tights. Depending upon the skill of the dancers and the strength of the choreography alone to hold interest. This ballet is strikingly simple.

Choreographed by George Balanchine, the classically symmetrical movement patterns are perfect in “Concerto Barocco” for Two Violins and Orchestra. The music of Pietro Aretino is performed by the Pennsylvania Orchestra under the direction of Maurice Kaplow. This ballet is an example of Balanchine’s choreography where dancers are not part of a royal court, satire is at the base of this composite which uses both props and costumes while borrowing extensively from the conventions of mime for effect.

It is a fine ballet company to watch a good ballet company perform is somewhat like watching five thoroughbreds go through their paces. Beautifully conditioned runners, harnessed with the knowledge of the animal in mind, seem to be the kind of act to model the student’s activities are treated to mocking appraisals and the funniest among them were sketches of light rope walking, soccer and a karate mimic. Even though this look at sports in humorous, the company’s technical proficiency never slackened.

The second ballet, “After Eden,” is a strongly thematic pas de deux choreographed by John Butler. Dealing with the aftermath of Adam and Eve’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden, the concept of the piece often proved to be more interesting than the dancing.

As a whole, the Pennsylvania Ballet Company opened the evening’s performance with a quite strong concept of the ballet. Dane Laffont and Barry Leon were outstanding in their soccer pas de deux involving some unusual jumps and a strong use of facial expressions. Both men have quick feet and well-held bodies that make their dancing enjoyable to watch.

The Performance ended with “Scotch Symphony,” choreographed by Balanchine to music by Mendelssohn. The only piece all evening to use a relatively traditional set and costumes, this classical ballet offered little beyond the strange extravagances.

Watching a good ballet company perform is a well-worn ratio that they nearly become one person with an amazing multitude of arms and legs. The dramatic lifts and freezes in the supposedly fine example of Butler’s choreographic style are startlingly intense.

“Concerto Barocco,” the evening’s third performance, was choreographed by Charles Charly to music by Handel. Unlike the other ballets, satire is at the base of this composite which uses both props and costumes while borrowing extensively from the conventions of mime for effect.

Seven spot’s activities are treated to mocking appraisals and the funniest among them were sketches of light rope walking, soccer and a karate mimic. Even though this look at sports in humorous, the company’s technical proficiency never slackened.

Laffont and Barry Leon were outstanding in their soccer pas de deux involving some unusual jumps and a strong use of facial expressions. Both men have quick feet and well-held bodies that make their dancing enjoyable to watch.

The Performance ended with “Scotch Symphony,” choreographed by Balanchine to music by Mendelssohn. The only piece all evening to use a relatively traditional set and costumes, this classical ballet offered little beyond the strange extravagances.

Watching a good ballet company perform is a well-worn ratio that they nearly become one person with an amazing multitude of arms and legs. The dramatic lifts and freezes in the supposedly fine example of Butler’s choreographic style are startlingly intense.

“Concerto Barocco,” the evening’s third performance, was choreographed by Charles Charly to music by Handel. Unlike the other ballets, satire is at the base of this composite which uses both props and costumes while borrowing extensively from the conventions of mime for effect.

Seven spot’s activities are treated to mocking appraisals and the funniest among them were sketches of light rope walking, soccer and a karate mimic. Even though this look at sports in humorous, the company’s technical proficiency never slackened.
Ballets have been mailed for the election of representatives to serve on the Civil Service Employees Council. The ballots should be returned to the Campus Mail Service by noon Wednesday, Joanie Marks, council secretary said.

All Civil Service employees are entitled to vote for a representative from their own category. Any employee who did not receive a ballot should contact Al Schwegel in Personnel Services.

The candidates in each of the seven categories are:

**Administrative—Richard A. Muncy, William J. Nelson, Margaret Nesbitt and John Robinson, Jr.**

**Custodial—Minnie E. Hinton and Wilma L. Morgan.**

**General—Andriana S. Hale, Robert L. Hester, Bonnie S. Stubbs, and Bernie L. Weitner.**

**Professional—William Babur- nage, Sue F. Farby, Richard J. Kalala, Wilfred Kwai-Lam Lee, David A. Reed, Regine E. Shand, and Pamela J. Speer.**

**Secretarial—Ihlida V. Born, Shirley R. Dalcher, Barbara D. Humphrey, Geraldine Kelley, Judith A. Stiegel, Anna L. Sandra L. Welch.**

Walk being designed

**New sidewalk to run east to west on campus**

By Matt Keazell
Student Writer

Physical Plant engineers are designing a major new sidewalk to run from the overpass to the Communications Building.

Bino Bianchi, director of Facilities Planning, said that the walk will be 15 feet wide and run next to a six-foot-wide bicycle path.

The eastern end of the walk will be replaced this fall and asphalts path in front of Anthony and Parkinson halls that has been torn up by construction around the new parking garage.

Bianchi said that the project will start sometime this summer, when the parking garage is completed. It will take about five weeks to finish, he said.

The project will be funded from the university operating funds allocated for major repairs and construction. Bianchi said he didn’t know how much the new walk will eventually cost since it’s still in the planning stage.

Bianchi hopes to eventually replace the gravel, holes and fencers used to separate a sidewalk. The sidewalk will serve as a major pedestrian thoroughfare.

It is one of the most important routes on campus. Thousands of students from across the highway come over the overpass and onto that walk every day.

The new walk is part of an overall program of improvement for the campus sidewalk system that will eventually include new walks and bicycle paths linking all sides of the university.

---

**LEWIS PARK APTS.**

**ANNOUNCES**

**SUMMER RATES**

4 PERSON APTS. - $220.00 to $240.00
1 + 2 PERSON APTS. - $130.00 to $150.00

**PICK UP APPLICATIONS NOW AT OFFICE.**

(LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE)

WE USE THE STUDENT TENANT UNIONS MODEL LEASE.

---

**LEONARD'S LIQUOR**

**SCHLITZ MALI LIQUOR**

6 PACK 12 OZ. CANS

**$138**

---

**BARDOLOVE**

**Gancia**

**VALEPOLICELLA**

FROM ITALY

**SAVE 100**

**OFF REGULAR PRICE**

**BARDENHEIER SANGRIA**

**RIUNITE LAMBRUSCO**

**RICHARDS STRAWBERRY FIELDS**

**399**

**5th**

**199**

**5th**

**799**

**5th**

---

**JEANUZ TEQUILA**

**Nelson County Bourbon**

90 PROOF

FULL QUART

**498**

6 YR. OLD

SOUR MASH

---

**MANY MORE ITEMS ON SALE IN STORE**

109 N. WASHINGTON
PH. 457-2721

---

Grand Touring Auto Club Presents

**"IDES OF APRIL II"**

Spring TSD Rally Extravaganza
Sunday, April 13th

Trophies Dash Plaques Prizes

SIU Arena 8:30 a.m. 549-0209/549-8628
**Illini board upset over coach**

CHAMPAIGN, ILL. (AP) — New University of Illinois Coach Lou Henson got down to the serious business Thursday of rebuilding a basketball program that has a bundle of problems on and off the court.

The most recent crimp in his efforts was the disclosure that Athletic Director Cecil Coleman failed to inform members of the athletic board that Henson's New Mexico State team had been on NCAA probation for two years.

"I don't know how we would have affected our decision, but I think all of us feel we should have been told," said Jim Grabowski, former Illini football star and now a board member.

"When making a decision you want all the input you can get," said one board member who reportedly was Coleman's choice, so board member inquiries were not yet initiated even though Coleman and two others on the panel were aware of Henson's problems at New Mexico State.

The subject of NCAA violations is sensitive issue at Illinois, where irregularities have stalled the athletic program since a veritable recruiting scandal. The Illini are currently on NCAA probation for the next two years and may only grant three football scholarships to new freshmen instead of the usual four.

That represents a severe hands-off in any rebuilding program and Henson said he doesn't expect a winner at Illinois for several years because of the restriction.

One board member, who wished to remain anonymous, described Coleman's actions as "dictatorial and our public relations image is huge. It's not good at all."

This isn't going to help any.

Another board member, John R. Wildrick of Riverwoods, said, "I don't know what we would have done if we were aware of the problem. But we were under pressure to hire someone as soon as possible with a record of successfully rebuilding a program and Henson seemed to fill the bill."

Henson joined New Mexico State after it suffered through five straight losing seasons. When he finished after nine seasons, he had compiled a 138-70 record.

His initial task at Illinois is to fill those spots this spring with top prep talent available. Wednesday was the first day for signing high school letters of intent and many of the brightest prospects are already spoken for.

Henson will spend the next few days in an intensive effort to recruit some of those remaining who want an immediate chance to play and are willing to gamble that Henson's winning attitude will turn things around for the Illini who tied for last in Big Ten the past season.

After the talent sweepstakes is completed, Henson then must turn his attention to selecting an assistant coach. The assistant may come from the ranks of the state's high school coaches, some of whom have not fully supported the Illini program in the past.

Henson said he doesn't expect an announcement for a few weeks. To avoid a recurrence of what happened at New Mexico State when an athletic booster gave preferential job treatment to two basketball players, Henson said at Illinois he will "educate people what they can and can't do."

He promised a "sound program" at Illinois with emphasis on his preferred, defensive style of play.

---

**Carbondale Night slated**

Four locations have been named as ticket sales centers for the Carbondale Night at the St. Louis Cardinals baseball game May 12 at Busch Stadium in St. Louis.

Dick Kimberly, chairman of the event, said seats will be available at the Chamber of Commerce, the First National Bank of Carbondale, Sycamore goalies, State Bank, and the Carbondale Morning News.

A special pre-game ceremony is being planned to promote the Carbondale-Friendship FC and Southern Illinois University.

**SIU gains soccer win**

Bijan Yargiian scored three goals in leading the SIU Soccer Club to a 4-1 whitewash of Indiana State last weekend.

Yargiian opened the scoring in the 16th minute of the game, taking a pass from Akeem Ade and lofting the shot over the defender before returning to the penalty area on a breakaway four minutes before halftime.

In the second half, SIU fell behind Ray Lok, Dave Weid and Gary Seckman held off the Scorpion offense, until Yargiian could again take control with a 12th-minute goal. Three minutes later, striker Ahmed Abbas scored the finale on another breakaway.

The SIU club's coach, Murray State at McKendree Stadium Sunday, starting at 2 p.m.

---

**Sailing Club plans first regatta of year**

The Southern Illinois College Sailing Club plans to host the first intercollegiate regatta of the season on Crab Orchard Lake at 9 a.m. April 18.

Each school will have two teams competing. There will be an A class for the experienced skippers and a B class for the novices.

Each team is made up of two IU schedules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Softball</th>
<th>Football</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Tennis</th>
<th>Swimming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-5 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 a.m.-5 p.m.</td>
<td>8 a.m.-12 p.m.</td>
<td>8 a.m.-12 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 p.m.-1 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 a.m.-12 p.m.</td>
<td>8 a.m.-12 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 a.m.-12 p.m.</td>
<td>8 a.m.-12 p.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Hoot Talent Night**

All musicians invited to enter Saturday, April 12

8:00-1:00 a.m.

register NOW at Gatsby's

---

**Help Wanted**

For Summer

2 student workers , must have current ACT on file, typing. Work block from 8-12

Contact Jannette Smith at the Daily Egyptian.
No way to play down rivalry, Hartzog says

By Ron Seston
Daily Egyptian sports writer

Squids romp past Salukis in annual ‘laugher,’ 60-62

By Dave Zierk
Daily Egyptian sports writer

Sometimes the little games coaches play can be as interesting as actual, real competition.

Illinois track coach Gary Wieseke, Wednesday, tried to treat Saturday’s dual with SIU in McAndrew Stadium in a subdued manner.

Thursday, Saluki coach Lew Hartzog said, “I think we’re ready. Illinois is ready, too, even though Gary tries to play down our rivalry.”

There was no way you can play down the rivalry between these two teams.

“We just go through our workouts. We don’t go around yelling or waving our arms,” the Texas native said. “Illinois success in athletics comes from emotion. Many athletes appear not to have emotion when they compete. That’s why we never have problems.”

The great onthes always do.

Salukis have been waiting for this meet all year, and they aren’t taking the Squids lightly.

“We get as much out for Kansas and Illinois as much as any other meet of importance. This is just part of athletics. We don’t go into any meet with a blasé attitude,” Hartzog pointed out.

Because this is such a great rivalry between the two state schools, the coach hardly is in light a fire under his team, to get it going.

“We don’t have to get the kids up at all,” he said.

When the Salukis and Illini meet, the competition can cause some strong tensions between the two teams, but does not enough to fray the mutual friendship.

“As a team, we dislike them and, as a team, they dislike us.” Hartzog pointed out.

That doesn’t say anything about the true relationship between the kids. When we go to the games, we’re playing for Illinois in the distance, and they will be cheering for us in the stands. They’re all good friends. It’s a healthy relationship.

And the two mentors, are they best of buddies.

Frank Hartzog

Weisser
UNION OPTICAL CO.

CONTACT LENSES
Student, Faculty & Staff Optical Plan.

CONTACT LENSES POLISHED - 1 DAY SER.
Dr. N. J. Diamond
OPTOMETRIST
HARD AND SOFT LENSES
Mon. 9-8
Fri. 9-6
Tue.-Sat. 9-5
Closed Thurs.

LBJ SPECIALS

LARGE SCHONER 50c
BOTTLE BOTTLED DOMESTIC
50c
SPEEDRAIL 50c
CALL DRINKS 75c
MARTINS 75c

MANHATTANS

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2 EGGS - SAUSAGE 1.50
HASH BROWNS - TOAST & JELLY 1.85
6 AM TO 11 AM
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY

NIGHTLY FROM 5 TO 10

BEER-HAMMURS-FRIES 1.90

119 N. WASHINGTON

Special Sunday 4-12 p.m.
at the Washington Street
Underground

Featuring:
- Entertainment the w. 3:30-5:30

- Food & Drink
Deep Pan Pizza
with choice of Deep Dish Pizza
- Free Beer or Beverage

Free Admission
Location: In the Hilfield Foundation
715 S. University

109 N. Washington (Below ABC)

Top of the Sland Café
OPEN EVERY SAT. NIGHT 9-1

Featuring:
- Entertainment this w. 11-1 Brookmeyer
- Food & Drink
Deep Pan Pizza
with choice of Deep Dish Pizza
- Free Beer or Beverage

Free Admission
Location: In the Hilfield Foundation
715 S. University

109 N. Washington (Below ABC)
Going gets tougher for diamondmen

By Ron Sutton
Daily Egyptian Sports Editor

When the going gets tough, the tough get going, according to the old sports axiom. And so it was this Saturday when the Southern Illinois University baseball team won its first game of this season, 10-2, over the Salukis.

The Dogs started rolling after their westsaw swing, when the competition lessened a bit. At the time, the University of Louisville Cardinals arrived in town Friday, the going a bit tough. The Missouri Valley Conference

Daily Egyptian
Sports

Cards win, Cubs don't

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Lou Brock's bases-loaded double drove in three runs and the St. Louis Cardinals whipped the Montreal Expos 7-2 Thursday.

Brock's hit capped a four-run Cardinal rally in the eighth inning after St. Louis had pushed across a run without a hit to snap a 2-2 tie in the seventh inning. Ted Sizemore drove Ken Reitz home with a bases-loaded grounder in the bottom of the seventh to break the tie and give rookie John Denny his first major league victory. Reliever Al Hrabosky nailed down the decision with two innings to go.

Denny scattered five hits in seven innings before leaving for a punch hitter as the Cards pushed across the deciding run.

Mike Jorgensen homered for Montreal.

Willie Stargell's second home run of the game broke a 4-4 tie at Wrigley Field, as the Pirates defeated the Cubs, 8-4.

The Pittsburgh firstbaseman had matched teammate Richie Hebner—first inning homer, and the Pirates scored two more runs in the third for a 4-6 lead.

Rock Monday's two-run double keyed a four-run fifth inning Cubs rally that tied the score, before Pittsburgh exploded in the sixth to take the 7-6 lead. circuit. The Cubs' fourth homer, a two-run shot in that inning.

Southpaw Tim Veipala, 2-1 with a staff-leading 2.14 ERA, will start Friday's contest, with ace righthander Ron Hedges (4-1, 3.43) going in Saturday's opener. The second start of the day will go to either Jim Adams (2-1. 2.83) or Dewey Robinson (1-1, 5.80), unless both have been used up in relief.

"Adkins, along with Jim Kessler, have been our main two guys out of the bullpen," Jones explained. "Adkins has good control and throw hard strikes."

A little uncertainty exists, also, over the starting lineup, which has been relatively stable during the winning streak. That shutdown, by the way, is only halfway toward the all-time Saluki win streak of 24 straight, set last year.

"I can't say if the lineup will stay the same," Jones said, "because I'm still looking for decent offenses so that they will have something."

"George Vukovich may make way up against right-handers," he said. "John Loscalzo has to start picking up RBIs, and so does Shorter. We can't take on base like that against good teams."

While rearranging the batting order, it seems to be the extent of the planned changes. Jones said he might use a left-handed-hitting firstbaseman on occasion. That would be either Jim Reeves or Wayne Rueger, and would put either Frank Hunter or Dan Herbst on the bench while the other catches.

Lately, Vukovich has been the only lefty in the lineup, although Reeves, Rueger and Vukovich's backup man, Ken Wolf, still figure to see considerable action.

"They just have not been hitting ball like I think they're capable of," Jones said, concerning his portside. Wolf is batting .263 in 17 at-bats, while Reeves is batting .176 in 17 at-bats. Ruerger is hitless in just four trips to the plate.

After Sunday's contest, the Dogs will move on to St. Louis Tuesday for a single game with Washington (Mo.). The following day, the Salukis play host to St. Louis in a 1 p.m. doubleheader.

I don't care to get into arguments concerning the proposed athletic fee hike, but it's wrong to drop a football program because it borrows money in a year or two. The deficit can easily be made up with a successful program. I'd hate to see a school go deep into the red just because a coach can't make it work.

"McAndrew Stadium seating is beginning to take shape on both the east and west sides, as shown in this photo from atop the physical plant Thursday. (Staff photo by Steve Summer)"

Can't football elude cheap shots?

By Dave Wieseck
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

Sports—is there something wrong with them? Lately it seems like everyone and his sister has something negative to say about sports.

High schools are beginning to cut or drop sports completely from their curriculums, colleges are dropping major programs (like St. Louis almost did). The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is taking a bite out of the budget. But how about giving second-year coach Doug Weaver a chance to prove that he can fill that stadium, making the extra seats worthwhile.

I don't know if Weaver thinks he can accomplish this, but he wouldn't be much of a coach if he didn't. If Weaver can produce a winning team within the next couple of years, the stadium will pay for itself. Of course, the athletic director (Doug Weaver) could fire his football coach and hire Ara Parseghian. Then Ara could try his hand at building a "perverted" Notre Dame, as some suggested would happen if SIU became successful.

Making money or just breaking even is not an easy task for a college football program, but if SIU's program can produce a winner, it surely will break even. It also will develop a school spirit that possibly SIU has next to none (not since kids stopped doing crazy things like eating goldfish).

I ask the critics of the renovation of the stadium: Have you ever been in a college stadium that seats 40,000 or 50,000 crazy football fans, or have you ever been on one of those campuses the day of a game? Let me tell you, you have never seen such emotion and hysteria and fun (and partying) at any game. I'd hate to see a stadium that's been renovated and that's been so much a success in Southern Illinois as it is in the rest of the Midwest.

I don't care to get into arguments concerning the proposed athletic fee hike, but it's wrong to drop a football program because it borrows money in a year or two. The deficit can easily be made up with a successful program. I'd hate to see a school go deep into the red just because a coach can't make it work.

"McAndrew Stadium seating is beginning to take shape on both the east and west sides, as shown in this photo from atop the physical plant Thursday. (Staff photo by Steve Summer)"
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